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4-6-5

AGRICULTURAL CODE

4-6-5. Penalty. Any person who violates this chapter is guilty of a class
"B'' misdemeanor.
History: C. 1953, 4-6-5, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 7.
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4-7-1. Short title. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as
the "Produce Dealers' Act."
History: C. 1953, 4-7-1, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 8.
Collateral References.
Factors<:;:;, 59.
35 CJS Factors § 64.
3 AmJur 2d 823, Agriculture § 53; 32
AmJur 2d 32-34, Factors and Commission
Merchants §§ 53-60.

Delay: factor's liability based on delay in
marketing and selling principal's goods, 3
ALR 3d 815.
Duty of factor, broker, or commission merchant with respect to care and protection of
goods intrusted to him, 17 ALR 538.
Right of a factor, commission merchant, or
produce broker to sell property to protect
advances, 40 ALR 387.

DECISIONS UNDER FORMER LAW
Constitutionality.
Former statute regulating produce dealers
was a proper exercise of the police power.
State v. Mason (1938) 94 U 501, 78 P 2d 920,
117 ALR 330.

Former statute bore a distinct relationship
to the general welfare even though it did not
cover every person in the state. State v.
Mason (1938) 94 U 501, 78 P 2d 920, 117 ALR
330.

4-7-2. Purpose declaration. The legislature finds and declares that the
public interest requires regulation of the sale of products of agriculture
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between the producer and persons who purchase such products for resale
to protect producers from unwarranted hazard and loss in the sale of their
products and to ensure an adequate and available supply of products to
the ultimate consumer within the state.
History: C. 1953, 4-7-2, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 8.

DECISIONS UNDER FORMER LAW
Purpose.
The purpose of former law was to protect
farmers from those whose credit was not
good and who might deprive them of their
season's labor by hauling away the products
of it and never paying. State v. Mason (1938)
94 U 501, 78 P 2d 920, 117 ALR 330.

One of the reasons for enactment of
former law was to include class called "dealers" who took title outright for resale rather
than possession for sale as a commission
merchant. State v. Mason (1938) 94 U 501, 78
P 2d 920, 117 ALR 330.

4-7-3. Definitions. As used in this chapter:
(1) "Agent" means any person who, on behalf of a broker or produce
dealer, solicits, receives, or negotiates the consignment or purchase of any
product of agriculture on behalf of such broker or produce dealer.
(2) "Broker" means any person who is employed, for a brokerage fee
paid by such person's principal, to solicit or negotiate contracts or bargains
for the sale or consignment of products of agriculture between a producer
and a buyer or consignee but who is not entrusted with the possession,
management, or control of such products.
(3) "Consignor" means any producer who ships or delivers products of
agriculture to a produce dealer for storage, handling, or sale.
(4) "Produce dealer" means any person who receives products of agriculture from a producer for sale or storage on commission, and who is
entrusted with the possession, management, control, or disposal of
products of agriculture for the account of the producer; but it does not
include a person who pays the producer the full purchase price in lawful
money of the United States at the time of taking possession of a product
of agriculture.
(5) "Producer" means any person who is primarily engaged in the business of raising products of agriculture for profit.
(6) "Products of agriculture" mean any product useful to the human
species which results from the application of the science and art of the
production of plants and animals.
History: C. 1953, 4-7-3, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 8.
Collateral References.
Factors cS::>1.

35 CJS Factors § 1.
32 AmJur 2d 3, Factors and Commission
Merchants § 1.

DECISIONS UNDER FORMER LAW
"Produce dealer."
Under former statute, "produce d!laler"
was not every person engaged in business of
buying or selling fresh fruit or vegetables,

but one engaged in business of buying and
selling in carload lots on commission or consignment. Maycock v. White (1934) 83 U 446,
29 P 2d 934.
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4-7-4. Unlawful to act as broker or produce dealer without license
- Exception. It is unlawful for any person, except as exempted by section
4-7-5, to act as a broker or produce dealer in this state without being
licensed under this chapter.
History: C. 1953, 4-7-4, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 8.
Cross-References.
Municipal regulation and establishment of
markets, 10-8-43.

Collateral References.
Failure to procure occupational or business
license or permit as affecting validity or
enforceability of contract, 30 ALR 834, 42
ALR 1226, 118 ALR 646.

DECISIONS UNDER FORMER LAW
of assuming or attempting to act as a dealer
without a license. State v. Mason (1938) 94 U
501, 78 P 2d 920, 117 ALR 330.

Violation of section.
The act or omission which constituted the
public offense under former section was that

4-7-5. Chapter inapplicable. This chapter is inapplicable to:
(1) Any livestock exchange which is bonded as required by laws of the
United' States; or
(2) Any cooperative licensed under the laws of this state or another
state, except as to the receipt of products of agriculture from a nonmember
producer; provided, that the exclusions in this section shall not be construed to exempt a produee dealer, broker, or agent from the licensing provisions of this chapter.
History: C. 1953, 4-7-5, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 8.

4-7-6. Licenses - Applications. Application for a broker's or produce
dealer's license shall be made to the department upon forms prescribed
and furnished by it. The application shall state:
(1) The applicant's name and principal address in this state;
(2) The applicant's principal address in any location outside Utah;
(3) The name and principal address of the person authorized by the
applicant to accept service of process in this state on behalf of the applicant during the licensure period;
(4) The name and principal address of the applicant's surety if the
application is for a produce dealer's license;
(5) A schedule of the commissions, fees, and other charges the applicant intends to collect for services during the period of licensure;
(6) The name and address of each principal the applicant (produce
dealer or broker) intends to represent during the period of licensure; and
(7) For agents only, the name and address of each produce dealer or
broker the agent intends to represent and a written endorsement from
each such produce dealer or broker.
History: C. 1953, 4-7-6, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 8.
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4-7-7. License fees - Deposit of bond or trust agreement - Display of license - License expiration - Renewal. Upon receipt of a
proper application, payment of a $10 license fee, and deposit of a corporate
surety bond or trust fund agreement with the department, as prescribed
by section 4-7-8, the commissioner, if satisfied the convenience and necessity of the industry and the public will be served, shall issue a license entitling the applicant to conduct the business described in the application
through December 31 of the year in which the license is issued, subject
to suspension or revocation for cause. The commissioner may also issue
to each broker or produce dealer a card which shall be signed by both the
licensee and the licensee's principal; separate cards being required for each
principal. Such card or cards shall be shown to any interested producer
upon request. Each licensee shall post such licensee's license, or a copy of
it, at the licensee's place of business in plain view of the public. The license
fee for an agent's license is $10.
A produce dealer or broker's license is renewable for a period of one year
upon the payment of an annual license renewal fee in the amount of $10
on or before December 31 of each year. An agent's license is similarly
renewable upon the payment of an annual license renewal fee in the
amount of $10 on or before December 31 of each year.
Any person licensed as a produce dealer, upon application, shall also be
licensed as a broker without the payment of an additional license fee.
History: C. 1953, 4-7-7, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 8.

Collateral References.
Liability for license fee or occupation tax
of one who has conducted business without
required license or payment, 5 ALR 1312, 107
ALR 652.

4-7-8. Applicant for produce dealers' license to post security Action on security authorized - Duties of commissioner - Option to
require posting new security if action filed - Effect of failure to post
new security. (1) Before any license is issued to a produce dealer, the
department shall require the applicant to post a corporate surety bond or
trust fund agreement in an amount not less than $5,000 nor more than
$100,000,as determined by the commissioner. The bond shall be written
by a surety licensed under the laws of Utah, name the state, as obligee,
for the use and benefit of producers, and be conditioned for the faithful
performance of all contracts and the faithful accounting for and handling
of all produce consigned to the produce dealer, for the performance of the
obligations imposed under this chapter, and for the payment of court costs
and attorney's fees to the prevailing party incident to any suit upon the
bond.
(2) Any producer-consignor of products of agriculture claiming damages as a result of fraud, deceit, or wilful negligence by a produce dealer
or as a result of the dealer's failure to comply with this chapter may bring
an action upon the bond for damages against both the principal and surety.
149
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(3) If it is reported to the department by a produce dealer that a
producer-consignor has failed to timely pay for products of agriculture
received for sale, the commissioner shall ascertain the name and address
of each producer-consignor who is a creditor of the dealer and request that
each such producer file a verified statment with the department setting
forth any amount claimed due from the produce dealer. After the receipt
of the verified statements setting forth the amount owed each producerconsignor, the commissioner shall bring an action upon the bond or upon
the trust fund agreement in behalf of all the producers who claim amounts
due from such produce dealer.
(4) Upon an action being filed upon the bond or trust fund agreement,
the commissioner may require the filing of new security, and immediately
upon the recovery in any such action, the commissioner shall require the
produce dealer to file a new bond or trust fund agreement. Failure, in
either case, to file the bond within 10 days after demand constitutes cause
for suspension of the license until such time as a new bond is filed.
History: C. 1953, 4-7-8, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 8.

4-7-9. Produce dealers - Records mandated - Records subject to
inspection. Each produce dealer who receives products of agriculture for
sale shall promptly record:
(1) The name and address of the producer-consignor;
(2) The date received;
(3) The condition and quantity upon arrival;
(4) The date of sale for account of the producer-consignor;
(5) The sale price;
(6) An itemized statement of the charges to be paid by the producerconsignor;
(7) The lot number or other means used for identification of the
product;
(8) The nature and amount of any claims the produce dealer has
against third persons for overcharges or damages; and
(9) If the produce dealer has a direct or indirect financial interest in
the business of the purchaser, or, if the purchaser has a similar financial
interest in the business of the produce dealer, the name and address of
the purchaser.
The records required by this section shall be retained for a period of
one year following the date of consignment and shall be available during
business hours for inspection by the department or, in relevant part, by
the producer-consignor involved in the consignment subject to inquiry.
History: C. 1953, 4-7-9, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 8.
Collateral References.
Factors <S::>32.

35 CJS Factors § 37.
32 AmJur 2d 24, Factors and Commission
Merchants § 42.
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4-7-10. Produce dealers - Daily reports and settlements - Time
for payment specified if no other time agreed. In addition to the
requirements of section 4-7-9, if requested by the producer-consignor, a
producedealer who receives products of agriculture on consignment shall,
before the close of the business day next following the sale of such
products, transmit or deliver a written statement of sale to the producerconsignor showing the date of sale, the quantity sold, and the sale price.
The produce dealer, within 10 days after payment for consigned products
of agriculture, unless otherwise agreed in writing, shall also remit the proceedsof the sale in full to the producer less any agreed compensation and
other agreed charges together with a statement of account (settlement
statement) which need not list the names and addresses of purchasers
exceptas required by section 4-7-9.
If no time for payment is specified in the contract of sale or consignment,
payment is deemed due within 30 days after the produce dealer takes possessionor delivery of the products of agriculture.
History: C. 1953, 4-7-10, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 8.

4-7-11. Department authorized to examine and investigate transactions - Department authorized to effect settlement of disputes Notice of administrative hearing upon probable cause - Hearing Cease and desist order - Court action - Appeal. For the purpose of
enforcingthis chapter:
(1) The department may, upon its own motion, or shall, upon the verifiedcomplaint of an interested producer-consignor, investigate, examine, or
inspect any transaction involving the solicitation, receipt, sale, or
attempted sale of products of agriculture by a produce dealer or person
assuming to act as a produce dealer; or, the failure to make a correct
accountof sales; or, the intentional making of a false statement about market conditions or the condition or quantity of products of agriculture consigned;or, the failure to timely remit payment to the producer-consignor
as required by contract or by this chapter; or any other consignment transactionalleged to have resulted in damage to the producer-consignor.
(2) Upon the receipt of a verified complaint, the department shall
undertake to effect a settlement between the producer-consignor and the
producedealer. If a settlement cannot be effected, the department shall
causea copy of the verified complaint together with a notice of the time
and place of hearing to be served personally or by certified or registered
mailupon the produce dealer; provided, that no hearing shall be held on
theverified complaint within 15 days after service.
(3) If the department determines after investigation upon its own
motion,that probable cause exists to believe that a produce dealer has
engagedor is engaging in acts which violate this chapter it shall issue and
causeto be served upon such dealer a complaint stating the charges in that
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respect together with a notice of the time and place of hearing; provided,
that no hearing on the charges may be held within 15 days after service.
(4) The person complained of, either through verified complaint or
departmental complaint, may file an answer and may appear in person or
otherwise and present evidence at the hearing. Formal rules of evidence
in use in the courts of this state need not attend such proceedings.
(5) If upon a preponderance of the evidence taken at a hearing upon
a verified complaint, the commissioner or hearing officer designated by the
commissioner is of the opinion that the person complained of has violated
this chapter and that the violation has resulted in damage to the complainant, the officer shall prepare written findings of fact and an order fixing
the amount of damage suffered and the date such damage is payable to
the complainant. The findings of fact and order shall be served personally
or by certified or registered mail upon each person against whom damages
are a warded.
(6) If upon a preponderance of the evidence taken at a hearing initiated
upon the department's own motion, the commissioner or hearing officer is
of the opinion that the person complained of by the department has
engaged, or is engaging, in acts which violate this chapter it shall prepare
written findings of fact and an order requiring the person to cease and
desist from the activity. The cease and desist order together with a copy
of the findings of fact shall be served personally or by certified or registered mail upon each person affected by the order.
(7) The department is authorized to petition any court having jurisdiction in the county where the action complained of occurred for enforcement
of its order.
(8) Any produce dealer aggrieved by an order issued under this section
may, within 30 days after service of the order, commence an action de novo
in any court of competent jurisdiction against the department, and in the
case of an order based upon verified complaint, against the department and
the producer to vacate or amend the order.
(9) Appeal from an adverse decision by the court shall be governed by
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
(10) No verified complaint shall issue under this section on behalf of
a producer more than six months after the producer allegedly suffered
damage.
History: C. 1953, 4-7-11, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 8.

4-7-12. Sale of products of agriculture - Prima facie evidence of
fraud. Any sale of products of agriculture by a produce dealer to a person
with whom the dealer has a financial interest as the owner of corporate
stock, a copartner, or otherwise, at less than the current market price, or
any sale out of which the dealer receives part of the sale price other than
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the agreed commission or other agreed charges, constitutes prima facie evidence of fraud in the sale of such products.
History: C. 1953, 4-7-12, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 8.

4-7-13. Suspension or revocation - Grounds. The department is
authorized to suspend or revoke the license of any person licensed under
this chapter if it finds, after hearing, that the licensee has failed to comply
with this chapter or has engaged in any wilful conduct which is detrimental to a producer.
History: C. 1953, 4-7-13, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 8.

Cross-References.
Procedure for suspension or revocation of
licenses, 4-1-5.

4-7-14. Unlawful acts specified. It is unlawful for any person licensed
under this chapter to:
(1) Make false charges incident to the sale, handling, or storage of
products of agriculture;
(2) Wilfully fail to comply with the requirements of sections 4-7-9 or
4-7-10;
•
(3) Fail to file a schedule of commissions and charges;
(4) Reconsign products of agriculture
without the consent of the
producer-consignor for the purpose of charging more than one commission;
or
(5) Make any false statement to the detriment of the producer regarding current market conditions for products of agriculture or about the condition or quantity of such products consigned for the account of the
producer.
History: C. 1953, 4-7-14, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 8.

4-7-15. Penalty. Any person who violates this chapter is guilty of a
class "B" misdemeanor.
History: C. 1953, 4-7-15, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 8.

Cross-References.
Failure to obtain license as crime generally, 76-8-410.

CHAPTER 8
AGRICULTURAL FAIR TRADE ACT
Section
4-8-1. Short ti tie.
4-8-2. Purpose declaration.
4-8-3. Definition.
4-8-4. Department functions, powers, and duties.
4-8-5. Unlawful acts specified.
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4-8-6. Procedure for enforcement - Authority to issue complaint - Notice of administrative
hearing - Cease and desist order - Court action - Appeal.
4-8-7. Defense to claim of illegal activity.
4-8-8. Penalty.

4-8-1. Short title. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as
the "Agricultural Fair Trade Act."
History: C. 1953, 4-8-1, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 9.
Cross-References.
Antitrust Act, 76-10-911to 76-10-926.

Dairy products trade practices, ch. 4-3.
Collateral References.
Agriculture cS=>16.
3 CJS Agriculture § 5.
3 AmJur 2d 823, Agriculture § 53.

4-8-2. Purpose declaration. The legislature finds and declares that in
order to preserve the agricultural industry of this state it is necessary to
protect and improve the economic status of persons engaged in the production of products of agriculture. To effectuate this policy, the legislature
determines it necessary to regulate the production and marketing of such
products and to prohibit unfair and injurious trade practices. To that end
this chapter shall be liberally construed.
History: C. 1953, 4-8-2, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 9.

4-8-3. Definition. As used in this chapter "products of agriculture"
mean any product useful to the human species which results from the
application of the science and art of the production of plants and animals.
History: C. 1953, 4-8-3, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 9.

4-8-4. Department functions, powers, and duties. The department
has and shall exercise the following functions, powers, and duties, in addition to those specified in chapter 1 of this code:
(1) General supervision over the marketing, sale, trade, advertising,
storage, and transportation practices, used in buying and selling products
of agriculture in Utah;
(2) Conduct and publish surveys and statistical analyses with its own
resources or with the resources of others through contract, regarding the
cost of production for products of agriculture, including transportation,
processing, storage, advertising, and marketing costs; regarding market
locations, demands, and prices for such products; and regarding market
forecasts;
(3) Assist and encourage producers of products of agriculture in controlling current and prospective production and market deliveries in order
to stabilize product prices at prices which assure reasonable profits for pro·
ducers and at the same time ensure adequate market supplies; and
(4) Actively solicit input from the public and from interested groups
or associations through public hearings or otherwise, to assist in making
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fair determinations with respect to the production, marketing, and consumption of products of agriculture.
History: C. 1953, 4-8-4, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 9.

4-8-5. Unlawful acts specified. It is unlawful for any person engaged
in the production, processing, handling, marketing, sale or distribution of.
products of agriculture to:
(1) Discriminate in price between two or more producers with respect
to products of agriculture of like grade and quality;
(2) Use any brand, label, container, or designation on products of agriculture not authorized by the department;
(3) Promote or advertise the price of any product of agriculture which
is required to be graded without displaying the grade of such product with
prominence equal to that of the price; or
(4) Make or permit the use of any false or misleading statement on any
label or stencil affixed to a container or package containing products of
agriculture or in any promotion or advertisement of such products.
History: C. 1953, 4-8-5, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 9.

4-8-6. Procedure for enforcement - Authority to issue complaint
- Notice of administrative hearing - Cease and desist order - Court
action - Appeal. (1) Whenever the department has reason to believe that
a person has, or is engaged in, the violation of this chapter, it shall issue
and cause to be served upon such person a complaint stating the charges
in that respect together with a notice of the time and place of hearing;
provided, that no hearing on the charges may be held within 10 days from
the date of service. The person complained of may file an answer to the
complaint and may appear in person or otherwise and present evidence at
the hearing. Formal rules of evidence in use in the courts of this state need
not attend such proceedings. If upon a preponderance of the evidence taken
at such hearing, the commissioner or hearing officer designated by the
commissioner is of the opinion that any person named in the complaint
has engaged, or is engaging, in an act which violates this chapter, such
officer shall prepare written findings of fact and an order requiring the
person to cease and desist from such activity. The cease and desist order
together with the findings of fact shall be served by registered or certified
mail or in person upon any and all persons affected by the order.
(2) The department is authorized to petition any court of competent
jurisdiction for enforcement of its cease and desist order.
(3) Any person who is subject to a cease and desist order may commence an action de novo in any court of competent jurisdiction to vacate
or amend the department's order. Such an action shall be commenced
within 30 days after service of the order.
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(4) Appeal from an adverse decision by the court shall be governed by
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
(5) The attorney general's office shall represent the department in any
original action or appeal commenced under this section.
History: C. 1953, 4-8-6, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 9.

Cross-References.
Enforcement of Agricultural Code, 4-1-4.

4-8-7. Defense to claim of illegal activity. No person who acts in compliance with any regulation promulgated under authority of this chapter
shall be deemed to be engaged in any illegal conspiracy or combination
in restraint of trade or to be acting in furtherance of any illegal purpose.
History: C. 1953, 4-8-7, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 9.

4-8-8. Penalty. Any person who violates this chapter is guilty of a class
"B" misdemeanor.
History~ C. 1953, 4-8-8, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 9.

CHAPTER 9
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Section
4-9-1. Definitions.
4-9-2. Authority to promulgate rules and regulations:
4-9-3. Weights and measures - Systems recognized - Basic units of weights and measures, tables of weight and measure, and weight and measure equivalents published.
4-9-4. Weights and measures - Primary state standards - Secondary state standards Verification.
4-9-5. Weights and measures - Specifications, tolerances, and technical data published in
National Bureau of Standards Handbook govern.
4-9-6. Department duties.
4-9-7. Enforcement powers of department.
4-9-8. Sale of commodities in liquid form - Sale of commodities in non-liquid form Requirements.
4-9-9. Bulk sales - Information furnished to purchaser - Certain bulk sales excluded.
4-9-10. Packaged commodity sales - Labeling information specified - When price per single
unit of weight need be displayed.
4-9-11. Packaged commodity sales - Advertisement of - Requirements.
4-9-12. Unlawful acts specified.
4-9-13. Weighing and measuring devices - Presumption indulged.
4-9-14. Penalty.

4-9-1. Definitions. As used in this chapter:
(1) "Correct" as used in connection with weights and measures means
conformance to all applicable requirements of this chapter;
(2) "Package" means any commodity put up or packaged in any manner
in advance of sale in units suitable for either wholesale or retail sale;
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(3) "Primary standards" mean the physical standards of the state
which serve as the legal reference from which all other standards and
weights and measures are derived;
(4) "Sale from bulk" means the sale of commodities when the quantity
is determined at the time of sale;
(5) "Secondary standards" mean physical standards which are traceable to primary standards through comparisons, using acceptable laboratory procedures;
(6) "Weight" means net weight unless the label declares that the
product is sold by drained weight in which event, it means net drained
weight; and
(7) "Weights and measures" mean all weights and measures of every
kind, and any instrument or device used for weighing or measuring
together with any appliance or accessory associated with such an instrument or device.
History: C. 1953, 4-9-1, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 10.
Cross-References.
City inspection and sealing of weights and
measures, 10-8-45.
County inspection, measurement or grading of commodities, 17-5-32.
Weighing coal at mines, 40-3-1 et seq.
Collateral References.
Weights and Measures P

2.

94 CJS Weights and Measures §§ 1-3.
79 AmJur 2d 56, Weights and Measures§ 1
et seq.
Construction of statute or ordinance with
respect to net weight or capacity of containers, 35 ALR 785.
Validity of statute or ordinance requiring
or permitting the reweighing or remeasuring
of commodities sold, 35 ALR 1056.
Validity of statute or ordinance regulating
weighing of merchandise sold in load or bulk
lots, 116 ALR 245.

4-9-2. Authority to promulgate rules and regulations. The department is authorized, subject to the Utah Rule-making Act, to make and
enforce such regulations as in its judgment are necessary to administer
and enforce this chapter.
History: C. 1953, 4-9-2, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 10.

Cross-References.
Utah Administrative
63-46-1 to 63-46-13.

Rule-making

Act,

4-9-3. Weights and measures - Systems recognized - Basic units
of weights and measures, tables of weight and measure, and weight
and measure equivalents published. The system of weights and measures
in customary use in the United States and the metric system of weights
and measures are jointly recognized, and either one or both of these systems shall be used for all commercial purposes in this state. The definitions
of basic units of weight and measure, the tables of weight and measure,
and the weights and measures equivalents published by the National
Bureau of Standards shall govern weights and measures within this state.
History: C. 1953, 4-9-3, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 10.
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4-9-4. Weights and measures - Primary state standards - Secondary state standards - Verification. Weights and measures that are
traceable to the United States prototype standards supplied by the federal
government, or approved as being satisfactory by the National Bureau of
Standards, shall be the state primary standards, and shall be maintained
in such calibration as the National Bureau of Standards prescribes. Secondary standards may be prescribed by the department and shall be verified upon their initial receipt, and as often after initial receipt as deemed
necessary by the department.
History: C. 1953, 4-9-4, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 10.

4-9-5. Weights and measures - Specifications, tolerances, and
technical data published in National Bureau of Standards Handbook
govern. The specifications, tolerances, and other technical requirements
for devices for commercial weighing and measuring, for law enforcement,
for data gathering, and for other weighing and measuring devices adopted
by the National Conference on Weights and Measures and published in
National Bureau of Standards Handbook 44, "Specifications, Tolerances,
and Other Technical Requirements for Weighing and Measuring Devices,"
and supplements or revisions of such handbook, shall govern devices for
weights and measures in the state used for any official purpose, except as
modified by regulation of the department.
History: C. 1953, 4-9-5, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 10.

4-9-6. Department duties. The department shall:
(1) Promulgate weights and measures standards for any and all commodities, standards of fill for any commodity contained in a package, standards and specifications for labels or labeling of any commodity, and
standards, specifications, and tolerances for weights and measures used
commercially;
(2) Inspect and test weights and measures offered for sale to determine
if they are correct;
(3) Inspect and test weights and measures commercially used to determine if they are correct;
(4) Test all weights and measures used in checking the receipt or disbursement of supplies used by any agency or institution funded by the
state;
(5) Inspect and test, according to sampling procedures recognized and
designated in the National Bureau of Standards Handbook 67, "Checking
Prepackaged Commodities," any packaged commodity offered for sale, sold,
or in the process of delivery, to determine if the package contains the
amount represented;
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(6) Prescribe the appropriate term or unit of weight or measure to be
used for container sizes, if it determines that an existing practice of declaring the quantity by weight, measure, count, or any combination of such
practices, hinders value comparisons by consumers;
(7) Approve weights and measures for use as correct and reject and
mark as "rejected," weights and measures found incorrect;
(8) Allow reasonable variations from the stated weight or measure
caused by loss or gain due to moisture during the course of good distribution practice or by unavoidable deviations in good manufacturing practice;
and
(9) Grant an exemption from the provisions of this chapter or from any
regulation promulgated pursuant to, when appropriate for the maintenance
of good commercial practices.
Weights and measures that have been rejected may be seized if not corrected within the time specified or if used or disposed of in a manner not
specifically authorized. The department shall condemn and may seize
weights and measures found to be incorrect that are not capable of being
corrected.
History: C. 1953, 4-9-6, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 10.

4-9-7. Enforcement powers of department. For the purpose of enforcing this chapter, the department is authorized to:
(1) Enter any commercial premises open to the public during normal
working hours after the presentation of credentials.
(2) Issue a "stop-use, hold, or removal order" with respect to any
weights and measures commercially used; or a "stop sale, use, or removal
order" with respect to any packaged commodity or bulk commodity offered
for sale. The order shall be in writing; and no commercial weights or measures or commodity offered for sale shall be used, moved, or offered for
sale; except upon the subsequent written release by the department.
(3) Seize as evidence, without formal warrant, any incorrect or
unapproved weight, measure, package, or commodity offered for sale or
sold in violation of this chapter.
(4) Seek an order of seizure or condemnation of any weight and measure, package, or sale from bulk, which violates this chapter or, upon
proper grounds, obtain a temporary restraining order or permanent injunction to prevent violation of this chapter. No bond shall be required of the
department in any injunctive proceeding brought under this section.
(5) Stop any commercial vehicle and, after presentment of credentials,
inspect its contents, require that the person in charge of the vehicle
produce any documents in such person's possession concerning the contents, or require the person to proceed with the vehicle to some specified
place for inspection.
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(6) Arrest any person without formal warrant who is deemed in violation of this chapter.
History: C. 1953, 4-9-7, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 10.

Cross-References.
Enforcement of Agricultural Code, 4-1-4.

4-9-8. Sale of commodities in liquid form - Sale of commodities in
non-liquid form - Requirements. Commodities in liquid form shall be
sold by liquid measure or by weight. Commodities not in liquid form shall
be sold only by weight, measure, or by count, so long as the method of
sale provides accurate quantity information.
History: C. 1953, 4-9-8, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 10.

4-9-9. Bulk sales - Information furnished to purchaser - Certain
bulk sales excluded. Whenever the quantity is determined solely by the
seller, all bulk sales in excess of $20, and all bulk sales of heating fuel,
shall be accompanied by a delivery ticket containing the following information:
(1) The name and address of the vendor and purchaser;
(2) The date delivered;
(3) The quantity delivered and the quantity upon which the price is
based, if different from the delivered quantity; and
(4) A description of the bulk material sold, including any quality representation made in connection with the sale.
History: C. 1953, 4-9-9, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 10.

4-9-10. Packaged commodity sales - Labeling information specified - When price per single unit of weight need be displayed. (1) Any
packaged commodity offered for sale shall bear on the outside of the package a definite, plain, and conspicuous declaration of:
(a) The identity of the commodity in the package, unless the same can
easily be identified through the wrapper or container;
(b) The quantity of contents in terms of weight, measure, or count; and
(c) The name and place of business of the manufacturer, packer, or distributor, if the packaged commodity is offered for sale, or sold other than
on the premises where packaged.
(2) Any package which is one of a lot containing random weights of
the same commodity and bearing the total sales price of the package shall,
in addition to compliance with subsection (1) of this section, bear on the
outside of the package a definite, plain, and conspicious declaration of the
price per single unit of weight.
History: C. 1953, 4-9-10, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 10.
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4-9-11. Packaged commodity sales - Advertisement of - Requirements. Any advertisement which promotes a packaged commodity with the
retail price stated shall also plainly advertise the quantity required to
appear on the package. If a dual quantity declaration is required by law,
only the declaration that sets forth the quantity in terms of the smaller
unit of weight or measure need appear in the advertisement.
History: C. 1953, 4-9-11, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 10.

Collateral References.
Construction of statute or ordinance as to
containers, 35 ALR 782.
'
Validity of statute or ordinance as to "containers," 5 ALR 1068, 101 ALR 862.

4-9-12. Unlawful acts specified. It is unlawful for any person to:
(1) Sell or offer for sale any commodity whose weight and measure is
less than the weight and measure represented as being sold or offered for
sale;
(2) Misrepresent the price of any commodity sold, advertised, or offered
for sale by weight, measure, or count, or to represent the price in any manner tending to mislead or deceive a person;
(3) Use or possess any incorrect weight or measure in commerce;
(4) Remove any tag, seal, or mark from any weight or measure without
specificwritten authorization from the department; or
(5) Hinder or obstruct any agent of the department dealing with
weights and measures in the performance of the agent's duties.
History: C. 1953, 4-9-12, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 10.

4-9-13. Weighing and measuring devices -

Presumption indulged.

If a weighing or measuring device is in a place where buying or selling
is commonly carried on, there is a rebuttable presumption that the weighing or measuring device is regularly used for the business purposes of that
place.
History: C. 1953, 4-9-13, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 10.

4-9-14. Penalty. Any person who violates this chapter is guilty of a
class "B" misdemeanor.
History: C. 1953, 4-9-14, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 10.

CHAPTER 10
UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE, BEDDING AND QUILTED CLOTHING
Section
4-10-1. Short ti tie.
4-10-2. Definitions.
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AGRICULTURAL CODE
Authority to make and enforce regulations.
Manufacture, repair, or wholesale sale of bedding, upholstered furniture, quilted
clothing, or filling material - License required.
License _;_Application - Fees - Expiration - Renewal.
Unlawful acts specified.
Bedding, upholstered furniture, and filling material to be tagged - Tag size Information required on tag - Quilted clothing tagged in conformance with Federal Textile Fiber Identification Act - Removal of tags.
Use of rubber stamp or stencil authorized - Conditions for use.
Sale of bedding, upholstered furniture, quilted clothing or filling material - Tag
- Stamp or stencil required - Secondhand material to bear tag - Presumption
indulged - Owner's own material to be tagged.
Enforcement - Inspection authorized - Samples - Reimbursement for samples.
Stop sale, use, or removal order authorized - Conditions for release specified Condemnation or seizure - Procedure specified - Award of costs authorized.
Advisory committee created - Composition - Terms of office - Compensation Duties.
Penalties.

4-10-1. Short title. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as
the "Bedding, Upholstered Furniture and Quilted Clothing Inspection Act."
History: C. 1953, 4-10-1, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 11.

4-10-2. Definitions. As used in this chapter:
(1) "Article" means any bedding, upholstered furniture, quilted clothing, or filling material;
(2) "Bedding" means any quilted, packing, mattress or hammock pad;
or any mattress, boxsprings, comforter, quilt, sleeping bag, studio couch,
pillow or cushion made with any filling material which can be used for
sleeping or reclining;
(3) "Filling material" means any cotton, wool, kapok, feathers, down,
hair or other material, or any combination of such material, whether loose
or in bags, bales, batting, pads, or other prefabricated form which is, or
can be, used in bedding, upholstered furniture or quilted clothing;
(4) "Label" means the display of written, printed, or graphic matter
upon a tag or upon the immediate container of any bedding, upholstered
furniture, quilted clothing, or filling material;
(5) "Manufacture" means to make, process, or prepare from new or secondhand material, in whole or in part, any bedding, upholstered furniture,
quilted clothing, or filling material for sale; but does not include isolated
sales of such articles by persons who are not primarily engaged in the
making, processing, or preparation of such articles;
(6) "New material" means any article not previously used for any purpose;
(7) "Owners own material" means any article owned or in the possession of a person for such person's own or a tenant's use which is sent to
another person for manufacture or repair;
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(8) "Quilted clothing" means any quilted garment or apparel, exclusive
of trim used for aesthetic effect, or any stiffener, shoulder pads, interfacing, or other material which is made in whole or in part from filling material and sold or offered for sale;
(9) "Repair" means to restore, recover, alter, or renew bedding,
upholstered furniture, or quilted clothing for a consideration;
(10) "Retailer" means a person who sells bedding, upholstered furniture, quilted clothing, or filling material to consumers for use primarily
for personal, family, household, or business purposes;
(11) "Sale" or "sell" means to offer or expose for sale, barter, trade,
deliver, consign, lease, or give away any bedding, upholstered furniture,
quilted clothing, or filling material; but does not include any judicial,
executor's, administrator's, or guardian's sale of such items;
(12) "Secondhand material" means any filling material which has previously been used in an article;
(13) "Tag" means a card, flap, or strip attached to any article for the
purpose of displaying information required by this chapter or under regulations promulgated pursuant to it;
(14) "Upholstered furniture" means any portable or fixed furniture,
except fixed seats in motor vehicles, boats, or aircraft, which is made in
whole or in part with filling material, exclusive of trim used for aesthetic
effect;
(15) "Wholesaler" means a person who offers any article for resale.
History: C. 1953, 4-10-2, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 11.

4-10-3. Authority to make and enforce regulations. The department
is authorized, subject to the Utah Rule-making Act, to make and enforce
such regulations as in its judgment are necessary to administer and
enforce this chapter.
History: C. 1953, 4-10-3, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 11.

Cross-References.
Utah Administrative
63-46-1 to 63-46-13.

Rule-making Act,

4-10-4. Manufacture, repair, or wholesale
sale of bedding,
upholstered furniture, quilted clothing, or filling material - License
required. It is unlawful for any person to engage in the manufacture,
repair, or wholesale sale of any bedding, upholstered furniture, quilted
clothing, or filling material without a license issued by the department.
History: C. 1953, 4-10-4, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 11.

Cross-References.
Doing business without required license as
misdemeanor, 76-8-410.

4-10-5. License - Application - Fees - Expiration - Renewal.
(1) Application for a license to manufacture, repair, or to engage in the
wholesale sale of bedding, upholstered furniture, quilted clothing, or filling
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material shall be made to the department on forms prescribed and furnished by it. Upon receipt of a proper application and payment of the
appropriate license fee as specified below, the commissioner, if satisfied
that the convenience and necessity of the industry and the public will be
served, shall issue the applicant a license to engage in the otherwise
proscribed activity through December 31 of the year in which the license
is issued, subject to suspension or revocation for cause. Persons doing business under more than one name are required to be licensed for each name
under which business is conducted.
(2) The annual license fee for each type license listed below shall be
fixed by the department in an amount not less than:
Minimum Annual Fee
Serial Number
Type
$20
1101
Manufacturer's license
20
1102
Wholesale dealer's license
20
1103
Supply dealer's license
Repairer's license:
10
For repairers having one or more
employees
1105
For repairers having no employees
5
(3) Each license specified in subsection (2) of this section is renewable
for a period of one year upon the payment of the applicable amount for
the particular license sought to be renewed on or before December 31 of
each year.
(4) A person who holds a valid manufacturer's license may, upon application, be licensed as a wholesale dealer, supplier, or repairer without the
payment of an additional license fee.
(5) A person who is not licensed during the preceding year may, if otherwise qualified, obtain a license after July 1, for one-half of the applicable
amount.
History: C. 1953, 4-10-5, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 11.

4-10-6. Unlawful acts specified. It is unlawful for any person to:
(1) Sell bedding, upholstered furniture, quilted clothing, or filling material as new unless it is made from new material and properly tagged;
(2) Sell bedding, upholstered furniture, quilted clothing or filling material made from secondhand material which is not properly tagged;
(3) Use burlap or other material which has been used for packing or
baling, or to use any unsanitary, filthy, or vermin or insect infected filling
material in the manufacture or repair of any article;
(4) Sell bedding, upholstered furniture, quilted clothing or filling material which is not properly tagged regardless of point of origin;
(5) Use any false or misleading statement, term, or designation on any
tag; or
(6) Use any false or misleading label.
History: C. 1953, 4-10-6, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 11.
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4-10-7. Bedding, upholstered furniture, and filling material to be
tagged - Tag size - Information required on tag - Quilted clothing
tagged in conformance with Federal Textile Fiber Identification Act
- Removal of tags. (1) All bedding, upholstered furniture, and filling
material shall be securely tagged by the manufacturer or repairer. Tags
shall be at least six square inches and plainly and indelibly labeled with
such information as the department requires by regulation together with
the words "All New Material," "Secondhand Material," or "Owner's Material," (depending upon the type filling material used) stamped or printed
on the label. Each label shall be placed on the article in such a position
as to facilitate ease of examination.
(2) If more than one type of filling material is used, its component parts
shall be listed in descending order by weight or by percentages. If descriptive statements are made about the frame, cover, or style of the article,
such statements shall, in fact, be true. All quilted clothing shall be tagged
and labeled in conformity with the Federal Textile Fiber Identification Act.
(3) No person except the purchaser, may remove, deface, or alter a tag
attached pursuant to this chapter.
History: C. 1953, 4-10-7, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 11.

Compiler's Notes.
The Textile Fiber Products Identification
Act is compiled as 15 U.S.C., §§ 70 to 70k.

4-10-8. Use of rubber stamp or stencil authorized - Conditions for
use. A rubber stamp or stencil may be used instead of a tag on articles
with slip covers if the article has a smooth backing, or on suitable surfaces
of containers or bales of filling material; provided, the information
required by section 4-10-7 is indelible and legible.
History: C. 1953, 4-10-8, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 11.

4-10-9. Sale of bedding, upholstered furniture, quilted clothing or
filling material - Tag - Stamp or stencil required - Secondhand
material to bear tag - Presumption indulged - Owner's own material to be tagged. No wholesaler or retailer shall sell any bedding,
upholstered furniture, quilted clothing, or prefabricated filling material,
whether the point of origin of such article is inside or outside the state,
unless it is appropriately tagged under section 4-10-7, or unless it is appropriately stamped or stenciled under sections 4-10-7 or 4-10-8. A retailer
who sells used articles shall attach a secondhand material tag before sale.
Possession of an article by a person who regularly engages in the manufacture, repair, wholesale, or supply of such articles is presumptive evidence
of intent to sell.
A person who repairs "owner's own material" shall immediately upon
its receipt attach an owner's material tag to the article. The tag shall
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remain attached to the article until it is actually in the process of repair
and shall be reattached upon completion of repair.
History: C. 1953, 4-10-9, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 11.

4-10-10. Enforcement - Inspection authorized - Samples - Reimbursement for samples. (1) The department shall have access to public
and private premises where articles subject to this chapter are manufactured, repaired, stored, or sold for the purpose of determining compliance
with this chapter. For purposes of determining compliance, it may open
any upholstered furniture, bedding, or quilted clothing to obtain a sample
for inspection and analysis of filling material; or, if deemed appropriate,
take the entire article for inspection and analysis. Upon request, the
department shall reimburse the owner or person from whom the sample
or article is taken for the actual cost of the sample or article.
(2) The department may proceed immediately, if admittance is refused,
to obtain an ex parte warrant from the nearest court of competent jurisdiction to allow entry upon the premises for the purpose of making inspections and taking samples or articles.
History: C. 1953, 4-10-10, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 2, § 11.

Cross-References.
Enforcement of Agricultural Code, 4-1-4.

4-10-11. Stop sale, use, or removal order authorized - Conditions
for release specified - Condemnation or seizure - Procedure specified - Award of costs authorized. (1) The department may issue a "stop
sale, use, or removal order" to any manufacturer, repairer, wholesaler, or
retailer of any designated article or articles which it finds or has reason
to believe violates this chapter. The order shall be in writing and no article
subject to it shall be removed, offered, or exposed for sale, except upon
subsequent written release by the department. Before a release is issued,
the department may require the manufacturer, repairer, wholesaler, or
retailer of the "stopped" article to pay the expense incurred by the department in connection with the withdrawal of the article from the market.
(2) The department is authorized in a court of competent jurisdiction
to seek an order of seizure or condemnation of any article which violates
this chapter or, upon proper grounds, to obtain a temporary restraining
order or permanent injunction to prevent violation of this chapter. No bond
shall be required of the department in an injunctive proceeding brought
under this section.
(3) If condemnation is ordered, the article shall be disposed of as the
court directs; provided, that in no event shall it order condemnation without giving the claimant of the article an opportunity to apply to the court
for permission to bring the article into conformance, or for permission to
remove it from the state.
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(4) If the court orders condemnation, court costs, fees, storage, and
other costs shall be awarded against the claimant of the article.
History: C. 1953, 4-10-11, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 11.

4-10-12. Advisory committee created - Composition - Terms of
office - Compensation - Duties. (1) There is hereby created a bedding,
upholstered furniture, and clothing advisory committee composed of five
members appointed to two year terms of office by the commissioner.
Appointments shall be made from among persons who, on account of their
vocations, employment, or affiliations, represent the manufacturing and
distributing interests of the products and industries affected by this chapter.
(2) The commissioner shall serve as an ex officio member and chairman
of the committee and is responsible for the call and conduct of meetings
which shall be held semi-annually and at such other times as the chairman
directs. Attendance of a simple majority of the committee members at a
duly called meeting shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of official
business. The commissioner shall fill any vacancy which occurs on the committee for whatever reason for the unexpired term of the vacated member.
(3) Members, exclusive of the chairman, are entitled to per diem and
expenses in accordance with section 63-2-15.
(4) The committee shall advise and consult with the department on all
matters pertaining to the promulgation of rules and regulations, the qualification and duties of supervisors and inspectors, and the enforcement of
this chapter.
History: C. 1953, 4-10-12, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 11.

4-10-13. Penalties. Any person who violates this chapter is guilty of
a class "B" misdemeanor. A separate and distinct offense is deemed to have
occurred for each article sold contrary to this chapter.
History: C. 1953, 4-10-13, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 2, § 11.

CHAPTER 11
UTAH BEE INSPECTION ACT
Section
4-11-1.
4-11-2.
4-11-3.
4-11-4.
4-11-5.
4-11-6.

Short ti tie.
Definitions.
Department authorized to make and enforce regulations.
Bee raising - Registration required - Application - Fees - Renewal - Waxsalvage plants - License required - Application - Fees - Renewal.
County bee inspector - Appointment - Termination - Compensation.
Bees - Hives to have removable frames - Consent of county bee inspector to sell
or transport diseased bees.
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